
Hal McGee's Noise Agenda
[what follows is a post from Hal McGee, who has been making noise in

various forms since the 1980's. He is based in Gainsville, Florida, USA]

Here is a topic I posted on the Troniks / Chondritic Sound noise message
board.

Hal McGee's Noise Agenda

I have been accused of having an agenda, and indeed I do. I firmly believe

that the whole entire way that we do things in the Noise world needs to be

thrown out unceremoniously on its ass, overhauled, re-thought, and

re-worked from top to bottom, from music distribution systems to reviews

and radio and zines to tours and live performances. The way that we are Hal McGee - Does have an agenda

doing things is just plain rotten and smells like the 20th Century and dead

rock n roll.

First and foremost and the key to throwing ail of the rest of it in the rubbish bin is this: Stop putting out

compact discs, cassettes, records, DVDs, etc.

Release all of your noise online.

Quit complaining about the sound quality and the lossiness. Live with it. It will get better. In the mean time,

use your brain and creativity and create noise music that suits the characteristics and limitations of the

online medium.

Anyone on Earth with a computer and internet will have access to your noise and music.

Total access.

I release all of my noise and experimental music online at no charge to the listener, for free.

Since late 2006 my music has been downloaded more than 400,000 times by listeners all over Planet

Earth.

I do not send my noise music to magazines for review. My music is freely available and totally accessible

to anyone who cares to listen. Each listener can decide what they think about the music for themselves,

without having to rely on the opinions of review columns and zines, which are often no more than

consumer guides for products.

I do not send my noise music to radio stations. My music is freely available and totally accessible to

anyone, and it is all in one place - on my web site. It is easy to find.

Since my noise music is freely available to anyone who does or does not choose to listen to it I have no

need to sell anything to anybody. Nobody needs to send me money. I do not need to take anyone's money
and do not need to send anything to anyone. It is all right there waiting to be listened to. No need for

catalog lists and catalog label descriptions convincing everyone how great my music is. It just is what it is.

Like it or not. Listen to it or not or just ignore it.

No need for PayPal, eBay, discogs. com marketplace, money orders, Euros, dollars, yen, blah blah blah.

Create and nurture online communities such as this one we have here! Make your Noise web sites as

exciting and dynamic and vital as your tapes and discs are now! You can do it. It just takes imagination and

a readjustment / re-calibration of your thinking.

I think that we all need to get a clue and stop touring . Gasoline prices are outrageous! And I doubt that the



situation will get better any time soon. Eliminate touring and then there is not this whole bit about donating

to help pay for gas for the touring bands and the bands don't have to sell merch of course, because all of

their music will be available online. As I said in another topic I do not sell merch at shows -
1 invite people to

listen to and download as much music of mine as they want on my web site - more than 75 hours.

Noise lovers need to be with other Noise lovers!

National and regional fests such as International Noise Conference, No Fun Fest, Freedumb Fest, and

Norcal Noise Fest are all great events and should be continued. Have fewer events but bigger centralized

events such as these at which the Noise Tribe can gather on a fairly frequent basis, such as every few

months. Each person can save up their money until the next big event and then pool their resources with

friends and go together to the big shows.

In between these larger events, concentrate on smaller localized shows, with an emphasis on building the

noise communities within each town.

You can follow Hal's thread, if you so wish... here:

http://chondriticsound. com/forum/viewtopic. php?f=1&t=18651&p=196546#p196546

Hal McGee, can, obviously, be found online.

Try his website...

http://halmcgee.com/

Also, his page at Tapegerm...

http://www.tapegerm.com/jamroom/bands/314

And myspace...

http://www.myspace.com/halmcgee

Do you have something to say? If so, you should contact us.

sordid@hotmail.co.uk or at http://www.myspace.com/sordid_zine

And always remember that we are looking for contributors, contact us if you are interested.

The worst we say to a piece is "no", and then you'djust have to try harder.

Sordid Zine thanks Hal McGee.


